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PACIFICO Yokohama 

Opening of the PACIFICO Logistics Center at PACIFICO Yokohama! 

Improving the Efficiency of Facility Logistics 
First in Japan! Introduction of Yamato Transport’s  

“Building and Town Management” to Convention Facility 
 

Pacific Convention Plaza Yokohama Co., Ltd. (hereafter referred to as PACIFICO 
Yokohama) will open the PACIFICO Logistics Center for conducting general 
management of logistics in the convention facility PACIFICO Yokohama on April 1. 
In addition, it will introduce the Building and Town Management service from 
Yamato Transport Co., Ltd., a member of the Yamato Holdings group, to a convention 
facility for the first time in Japan. PACIFICO Yokohama and Yamato Transport 
intend to strengthen ties and provide total support for the running of exhibitions and 
conventions through conducting smooth logistics. 
 
 
1. Outline of Facilities at PACIFICO Logistics Center 
 
Shop name: PACIFICO Logistics Center 
Location: Exhibition Hall 2F 
Hours open: 9:00am to 6:00pm 
Days Closed: Irregular Closing Days 
Contact: TEL:+81-80-6699-3349  
E-mail: logistics-center@pacifico.co.jp 

2. Background 

PACIFICO Yokohama is one of Japan’s biggest convention facilities, staging more than 1,000 
international conferences, exhibitions and other events every year. Bringing in or taking away 
sales promotion items and printed materials before or after such events causes numerous 
delivery personnel to enter and exit the facilities. This can cause the nearby roads to become 
congested, leading to complaints from exhibitors concerning being unable to receive deliveries 
when desired, and from organizers concerning delays in preparations hindering the running of 
the event. PACIFICO Yokohama is thus faced with a need to improve the efficiency of on-site 
logistics. 
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PACIFICO Yokohama will open the PACIFICO Logistics Center and introduce the Yamato 
Transport Building and Town Management service in order to provide total support via smooth 
logistics for its exhibitions and conventions. In its Building and Town Management service, 
Yamato Transport consolidates packages from each courier at its sorting center and provides a 
blanket delivery and collection service inside facilities, thereby mitigating traffic congestion at 
the sorting center and realizing rapid deliveries and better security. This service has a good 
reputation among facilities managers and tenants alike. 
 
PACIFICO Yokohama and Yamato Transport aim to achieve extremely convenient facilities, by 
improving the efficiency of logistics and flexibly responding to the needs of exhibitors and 
organizers. 

3. Contents and Features of Services at PACIFICO Logistics Center  

(1) Central delivery and reception of packages from delivery companies, and the 
realization of swift delivery  
Yamato Transport packages received from across the country are consolidated at a nearby logistics 
terminal, where they are sorted according to each exhibition space or facility and then delivered 
together for speedy arrival. Moreover, packages from delivery companies other than Yamato 
Transport are also received, thereby reducing the number of vehicles kept waiting on nearby roads 
and in parking areas, and unified management is conducted through visualization of the delivery 
status of packages. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



(2) Permanent staffing by full-time personnel, and proposal of optimum convention 
logistics to organizers 
Full-time personnel are permanently assigned to the PACIFICO Logistics Center. They hold 
preliminary discussions with organizers concerning the schedule for delivery and removal of 
packages, forecast quantities of packages and propose the optimum logistics for smooth 
convention operation, including courier services and JITBOX charter delivery*. In doing so, 
they provide total support from arrival to removal. 
 
(3) Provision of various services as a more convenient convention facility 

<Hand luggage holding service and same-day delivery service> 
A hand luggage holding service and same-day delivery service to hotels in Yokohama and 
other parts of the metropolitan region are provided. 
This allows visitors and exhibitors to freely take part in exhibitions and conventions without 
being weighed down by luggage. 

 
<Packing materials keep service (first in Japan)> 
PACIFICO Logistics Center offers a unique new service whereby it keeps the packing 
materials used when carrying packages in for events, and then returns them on the final day. 
This allows exhibition space to be effectively utilized and, because the kept packing materials 
are returned directly to the exhibition spaces, makes it possible remove packages smoothly. 

 
<Diverse services that support the staging of Conventions> 
In addition to handling international courier services and international refrigerated delivery 
services, various other services are provided, including a PC delivery service and airport 
delivery service, supporting the staging of conventions. Moreover, English speaking staff are 
assigned to ensure that foreign nationals visiting Japan can make use of these services with 
complete peace of mind. 

4. Future developments 

PACIFICO Yokohama and Yamato Transport are committed to strengthening their mutual 
ties, in order to offer total support for conventions and enhance the convenience of customers 
using facilities through improving logistical efficiency. In doing so, they intend to make a 
contribution towards increasing the number of exhibitions and conventions held, and 
contribute to the local region as participants in the global convention strategic city Yokohama. 

 
 
 

*JITBOX charter delivery 
A reserved transport service for collecting goods in boxes (inner dimensions 1.04x1.04x1.7 (m), 600kg load) 
and delivering them by specified times. Since goods are transported in boxes, there is no need to charter a 
truck or use excessive packaging. 

 


